
HOW TO WRITE A BOOK PROPOSAL JANE FRIEDMAN

Everything you need to know to start writing a book proposal for your nonfiction book.

But be warned: a long climb up Mt. The writing is filled with lists, bullet-points, and a relentless stream of
short paragraphs. Include a complete, well-written and well-researched chapter that will leave them hungry to
read more. Indeed, Friedman is most enthusiastic and convincing when it comes to online self-promotion.
Better: I am in contact with organizers at XYZ conferences, and have spoken at three events within the past
year, reaching 5, people in my target audience. Like anything under the sun, this book is not without its flaws.
There is an awful lot of sales talk in this book. Marketing Plan Your marketing plan is one of the most
essential components of your proposal. But the book is cheap on Kindle, so what the heck. Here you will find
advice on traditional publication, self-publishing, as well as ample instruction on digital marketing, online
platform, and all the other things that keep me up at night. Trying to publish a book is, after all, just marketing
a product although I find it bemusing to consider my poor manuscript a commodity. Now she is perhaps
best-known for her blog on writing advice. She is not promising miracles, she knows that no approach will
work for everyone or even most people , she has no illusions about the failure rate. Better: Within three
months of launch, my blog on [book topic] already attracts 5, unique visits per month. Her main nugget of
wisdom is that your online presence should not be forced or mercenary. Make it concrete and realistic, and
include as many numbers as you can. As it gradually took form, and draft after draft accumulated, the idea that
I might actually do something with it appeared less and less absurd. This is unsurprising, since this was her
main avenue of success. She is also a fountain of information. For more information on how to craft a full
book proposal, consult a resource such as How to Write a Book Proposal: 4th Edition by literary agent
Michael Larsen. It encompasses relationships, networks and influence you have in the field of your topic.
Also, she suggests that you gather emails and send out blasts not indiscriminately when you have a big update.
I know I was. Read on as these tips could help you, too. Weak: I plan to register a domain and start a blog for
my book. In any case, for those lost souls wandering around inferno, looking for the path to paradise,
Friedman will be your guide. This book was made from that blog, stitching together the most popular posts
since into a basic guide. I needed someone to hold my hand, a Virgil to guide me through the several circles of
pre-publication hell. Have you? Hook Start by simply giving a brief description of your book, including its
title. Nonfiction publishers today want recognized writers who already reach readers, especially online. Such a
style works extremely well on a blog, of course, where most people are simply scanning for information; but
in a book, it grows tiresome. Putting It All Together This all is a very cursory overview of a complex topic.
Platform is your visibility and reach to your intended audience or market. Sample Chapter This is your chance
to demonstrate to publishers that you can successfully execute what you are proposing. There were also many
times I was inclined to doubt her recommendations. Subscribe to our FREE email newsletter and download
free character development worksheets! Then, demonstrate the evidence of need for your book within that
target market. Why are you qualified to write this book? Weak: I plan to contact bloggers for guest blogging
opportunities. There is no magical thinking in this book, only cold and calculated strategies to incrementally
increase your likelihood of success. Instead, identify the specific demographic your book primarily
targetsâ€”e. Eliminate all wishful thinking. Friedman is a sober and pragmatic guide. Competitive Analysis
List the key resources in print and online that already target your specific market.


